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Cable operators are heading to 10G crossroads with different options such as Extended Spectrum
DOCSIS, Fiber Deep, and targeted Fiber To The Home. These are multi-billion-dollar strategic
investments, both from initial capital overlay (CapEx) and long tail operational overlay (OpEx) points of
view. Although making these investments typically depends on where you are with your current state of
the network, one wrong move will result in significant regrettable investments over the lifetime of the
network. In this paper we look at the total cost of ownership (TCO) view which will reveal very interesting
choices that a cable leader will have to make to deploy a sustainable network with the least regrettable
investments.
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Abstract
Cable operators are heading to 10G crossroads with different options such as
Extended Spectrum DOCSIS, Fiber Deep, and targeted Fiber To The Home.
These are multi-billion-dollar strategic investments, both from initial capital
overlay (CapEx) and long tail operational overlay (OpEx) points of view.
Although making these investments typically depends on where you are with
your current state of the network, one wrong move will result in significant
regrettable investments over the lifetime of the network.
In the previous papers, presented in 4Q 2019 and 1Q 2020, we explained
evaluating different 10G network upgrade options from operational factors
angle. In this paper we look at these end-to-end costs from both the capital
and the operational spend perspective. This total cost of ownership (TCO)
view will reveal very interesting choices that a cable leader will have to make
to deploy a sustainable network with the least regrettable investments. We
extend the DTS OpEx framework to include the capital spend to create a
comprehensive TCO framework. We evaluate different 10G evolution option’s
challenges and opportunities using this framework. In the process we will
define different TCO metrics that an operator may consider in making such
decisions. This paper will make certain recommendations based on the
current state of the operator’s access network. As an example, will also
consider the TCO economics of deployment of microgrids and non-traditional
energy sources in the outside plant to complement the expansion of the
systems.

What is the problem?
Cable operators are racing towards 10G
capable access networks. There are multiple
paths to reach the end goal, each posing
different challenges. How to evaluate what is
right for the operator?
Key words: CapEx, OpEx, TCO
Key Takeaways
Operators need to use a framework that
encompasses technological, operational, and
financial analysis over a long period, such as
the one proposed in this paper. We specifically
addressed Total Cost of Ownership based
framework in this paper. We recommend
operators to develop -

Long-term strategic plans
Different financial metrics as proposed
OpEx versus CapEx implications
Short-term decision criteria (such as
powering) based on long term plans

10G access evolution background
Cable operator’s access network is constantly evolving. As shown in Figure
1, with the recent initiative to offer 10G capabilities [1] cable operators are
investing into reliable, secure, higher speed and lower latency access
networks. This future access network is not a single technology, but a
conglomeration of access and in-home technologies. For example, the
technologies being evaluated are DOCSIS 3.1, DOCSIS 4.0, Low Latency
DOCSIS, PON, Coherent Optics (for improved access optical network), and
next generation WiFi (refer to [1] for details). Such evolution will fuel
innovation for future application capabilities. But the transformation of
access networks must be performed carefully with architectural, financial,
and operational considerations. In this paper we evaluate the financial aspects
in detail.
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Figure 1Cable Operators multi-faceted 10G initiative

Figure 2 A Telecom operator’s transformation is cyclical with an avg. Capital Intensity Ratio of 20%

A typical investment in Telecom industry is cyclical in nature (refer to [2] for a detailed discussion). Best place to observe this
cyclical nature would be to refer one of the Telecom giant’s 10Ks over the last 10 years. This cyclical investment has three phases, as
shown in Figure 2, that strategizes the investment both for short term (more for tactical reasons) and long term (more for
transformational reasons), invests in the transformational core assets (network infrastructure) at appropriate rate, and optimizes
the CapEx investment and other aspects, such as operational spend, to reap the benefits of the investment. On an average, the
CapEx investment will trend up in any growing Telecom company. The revenue trajectory should at a minimum be parallel with the
investment trajectory for a healthy company. There are many factors that impact the revenue growth – poor transformation
investment that does not meet growing customer demands, competition from new entrants and incumbents, and of course the
changing habits of the customers. A healthy Telecom company
invests (plows back) on an average approximately 20% of the
revenue in their network, i.e., a Capital Intensity Ratio
CapEx versus OpEx Components
(CapEx/Revenue) of 20%. Out of this 20% of the investment
Access CapEx Components: This typically includes - facility
approximately 90% of the CapEx is invested in access. So, we need
installations (CMTS, Optics, CIN etc.), OSP equipment
to get this access investment strategy right.
(nodes, cabinets, OLTs, amps etc.), OSP construction
CapEx only provides insights into onetime investment into
(node splits, plant extensions, drops etc.), and in home
network actions (greenfield deployments, brownfield upgrades,
deployments (installs, CPEs, STBs, pre/post wiring etc.)
customer installations etc.). Operational spend, on the other hand,
Access OpEx Components: This typically includes –
provides the upkeep of the network (and the customers) such as
powering solutions (facility and OSP), cooling (facility),
maintenance, powering, troubleshooting etc. Refer to the insert
maintenance (across access), trouble calls (facility, OSP
“CapEx versus OpEx Components” for a bit more details on the
and in home), and truck rolls (facility, OSP and in home)
differences. Note that the OpEx considered in this paper are only
related to the upkeep of the access network. This does not include
the operational overhead, operational in efficiencies in an
organization or the operational spend due to non-access network elements.
It is a common practice to perform a combined CapEx and OpEx, also known as Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), financial analysis to
gain cohesive investment insights. Such TCO analysis is typically performed over multiple deployment years. We have seen
customers using a four or six quarter planning for tactical deployments, three or five-year plan for a short-term strategic planning
and a ten-year planning for a long-term strategic view. When such longer-term planning is being performed both the total
aggregated cost and the net present value (NPV) will give different perspective of costs. An aggregate cost obviously gives the total
investment profile, whereas the NPV provides information on the investment overlay with more emphasis to the nearer years.
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When an operator compares different long-term access deployment strategies, from cost only point of view (note that we are not
making any assumptions on the revenue aspects here), a regrettable investment can be defined as the TCO difference between the
scenarios. Note that we need to consider both the aggregate TCO and TCO NPV to gain comprehensive insights.
In our previous contributions we have highlighted
end to end operational impact analysis and made
End to End Operational Impact Analysis Recommendations
important recommendations. These
In our previous work at SCTE we proposed a detailed access network
recommendations are summarized in the insert
operational framework ([3], [4]). Here is a quick summary of the
“End to End Operational Impact Analysis
recommendations provided:
Recommendations”. As we have started
discussing, the operational analysis gives only part
Align your operational strategy with company’s access strategy
of the solution. In this paper we extend our
Energy consumption is not the only ops metric to be optimized
analysis to TCO. Also note that TCO analysis
Include end-to-end operational factors such as space and cooling
provides only the financial view of the access
Plan long-term solutions before making the short-term next steps
strategy. This along with the operational and
Note that the ISP and the OSP incentives can be different
technological feasibility need to be evaluated
before adopting to the strategy. In a later paper
we look at the operational and technological feasibility (in the context of product requirements) along with TCO.

TCO scenarios
Cable operators have many access levers to reach
10G capabilities as summarized in Figure 3. This
paper is not intended to be a primer on access
technologies. If you need additional information on
the basics of access, brownfield and greenfield
upgrade strategies in detail we recommend you to Figure 3 Different inside plant and outside plant options to reach 10G capabilities
refer to the white papers [5], [6], [7] respectively.
For more discussion on the interaction between the access architectures and their interaction with the ISP and OSP options, as
shown in Figure 3, refer to our previous paper [4]. In this paper we added the Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) option as an additional
access option to be evaluated under DAA architecture, as this is one of the options that Cable operators are using to reach 10G
capabilities.
Figure 4 gives the three end-to-end access
scenarios that are being prominently evaluated by
cable operators. These scenarios are compared
throughout the rest of the paper. In the following
analysis we also evaluate different OSP powering
options to show case how such framework can be
used from end to end long-term perspective and at
the same time can zoom into the detailed
deployment related decision making.

Figure 4 Three brownfield upgrade scenarios used to demonstrate TCO analysis
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In this analysis we consider a fictitious network of
~2K nodes with 1 million homes passed in three
markets in North Carolina. At the start of the
analysis all nodes and customers are DOCSIS 3.1.
The three evaluated upgrade scenarios are as
follows, as shown in Figure 4:

-

-

-

Fiber Deep: This strategy manages the demand growth by mainly reducing the number of active subs in a service group. A
network element is upgraded to support mid split if the evolution is upstream related otherwise will be upgraded to with a
two-way node split. If the DAA architecture and N0 is available, we assume the operator transition to N+0 RPD state. If the
need arises the operator will migrate the N+0 nodes to full duplex (FDX) state. We assume in FDX state they will be in
1.8GHz plant state.
Extended Spectrum DOCSIS (ESD): This strategy mainly enhances the spectrum capabilities to manage the demand
growth. A network is upgraded in the upstream to high split and overall to 1.8GHz as soon as needed and the devices are
available. Regular node splits are used as additional levers. The network eventually reaches 1.8GHz based FDX as in the
previous upgrade path. The FDX state is possible only when the network reaches N+0 state.
Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH): The strategy here is to bite the bullet and move to FTTH state as soon as possible. Here we
assume hardened OLTs are deployed in the outside plant. Although there are EPON (1G/1G and 10/10G) and GPON
technologies are available, we assume the operator can deploy XGSPON now and when needed upgrade to NGPON2.

Whenever a node makes a transition, as shown in Figure 4, relevant CapEx spend is made at that point in time. OpEx on the other
hand is an ongoing spend, which gets calculated based on the network state. A total cost of ownership (TCO) is the sum of all the
spends (in our analysis calculated quarterly).
The following high-level assumptions are made in this analysis:
-

Only brownfield analysis is considered: Even though we acknowledge a greenfield deployment will become brownfield as
soon as it is turned up, for the sake of simplicity, we did not consider in this analysis.
CIN and optical costs are part of service group costs: For the sake of simplicity, we considered CIN network costs and end
to end optical component costs between facility and the node are included in the service group costs.
Considered only facility level Virtual CCAP (V-CCAP) costs: We understand that the V-CCAP is distributed in nature with
components (CapEx and OpEx related) both in the facility and in the data center. We considered only the facility level
impacts in this analysis.
High level linearly growing costs and power needs are considered: For the sake of simplicity and to show how the
framework is used, we considered high level aggregated costs with the linear growth assumptions, as opposed to stepwise
upgrade typically needed for inside plant components.
Upgraded or newly deployed nodes are transitioning to new powering solutions: To evaluate the impact of new powering
solutions that reduces or eliminates power OpEx in the outside plant, it is assumed that any node that is transitioned will
be migrated to the new powering options

TCO metrics discussion
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) metrics provides financial implications of an access strategy. In addition to the TCO metrics,
although it is not the focus of this paper, cable leaders need to consider technological and operational metrics also. For example, a
product leader may want to offer symmetrical speeds that may restrict the access options, which can be understood only from
technological analysis. An operational leader may be concerned about the resource needs and their optimization to meet an access
plan, which is feasible only by deriving the long-term resource plans from the access strategy. We will elaborate these two factors in
a later paper.
To evaluate the TCO impact due to different transformative decision, we propose the following metrics:
-
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Long term investment vision: This metric is a representation of the impact of different transformative decisions and their
impact on investment over the long-range planning period. This metric is measured over 5-year or 10-year period.
Tactical investment profile: We recommend using the long-range planning to evaluate short-term tactical plans. That
said, there are many decisions (such as the financial, resource and material forecasting, and strategies) depend on the
companies immediate (4 - 6 quarter planning) and near term (3 year) planning.
Regrettable investments: One metric that is commonly used by leaders are the regrettable investments. Regrettable not
always imply wasted investment. This is typically the investment comparison of two possible deployment scenarios that
meets the company’s needs, such as product roadmap support etc. This is a very important metric to break the tie
between different technological discussions.
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-

CapEx to OpEx proportional/relational metrics: CapEx and OpEx overlay itself will give your different view on the access
upgrade strategies. In addition, we recommend using CapEx (one time investments) to OpEx (long tail investments)
proportional metrics so that operator have a good understanding of different investment profiles.
NPV versus total TCO: One important factor that a total investment profile does not provide is the metric on how sooner
the investment needs to be. This is where the Net Present Value (NPV) of the TCO will play a significant role.
Spend profile over time: Looking at the spend profile graphs over time can give even more insights on the impact of a
chosen transformation path. CapEx profile over time will answer if the investment is front loaded or back loaded or evenly
distributed. The OpEx profile over time will show the impact of future technology changes on ongoing operational costs.
Not considered: There are many pure financial metrics such as return on investment (ROI), return on invested capital
(ROIC), free cashflow, revenue potential etc., as they involve the revenue opportunity assumptions. Such analysis is
applicable for the company’s business case assessment but not for the TCO analysis.

Figure 5 Comprehensive Total Cost of Ownership comparison view

Figure 5 gives a comprehensive comparison of the three demo scenarios considered in this paper with different proposed TCO
metrics. The row (10 year) provides the total long term TCO, with the 3 columns showing the relative impact of CapEx and OpEx for
each of the scenarios. The difference between total cost and NPV cost combined with the spend profile in the graphs give clear
visual answer to the long-term spend profile related questions. The 5yr. and 3yr. rows help to better understand the short-term and
tactical impact of each of these transformation options. The goal of this paper is not to compare different transformation options,
but to show how to evaluate them.

Figure 6 10 yr. access strategies CapEx comparison
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In Figure 6, we show the level of impact your long-term access strategy on the
CapEx investment. Note that it is essential to focus both on the total and the
Net Present Value (NPV) of the CapEx investment. They both provide important
financial information. As an example while the FTTH scenario has the overall
lowest cost, the fact the NPV and cost are close together is a clear indicator that
this scenario requires the majority if investment in the near term where as in
contrast the NPV of the ESD scenario is nearly half of the total cost indicating
that the majority of investments is at the tail end of the 10-year period. The
graph provides a view on the investment profile per quarter over the full 10-year
period, clarifying further what could be inferred from the total vs NPV
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information. A detailed CapEx analysis, as shown in the appendix, can be performed for a tactical activity from budgetary point of
view.

In Figure 7, we show the impact of different access upgrade strategies on the
operational spend. Note that, unlike CapEx, OpEx is a monthly recurring cost.
Comparing the numbers, it becomes immediately apparent that the
difference in OpEx is driven by technology family rather than deployment
architecture. The reason for this can easily be explained by looking at the
major contributors to OpEx Cost as shown in Figure 8. While a lot of
components contribute to the total OpEx cost the 2 components that
outweigh all others by far are truck rolls and trouble tickets. Observation from
network deployments have shown that truck rolls and trouble tickets for
FTTH network are far lower than for HFC network [13]. Other major
Figure 7 10yr. access strategies OpEx comparison
contributors to OpEx cost are power and pole rentals.

Figure 8 Major contributors to Operational Expenditure

Analyzing the ISP and the OSP powering TCO impacts
Power and power infrastructure maintenance are important contributors for to the total OpEx cost of a network transformation
strategy. In addition, power consumption is a very important factor to understand the environmental impact and sustainability
strategy of your firm. As an illustration, Figure 9 shows to the
OSP Nodes
long-term power consumption evolution in the access due to
different transformational activities for the ESD scenario.

Actives

Although we demonstrate only the power analysis in this paper,
similar detailed analysis can be conducted as part of this
framework.
Powering costs are going to skyrocket [12] due to access
evolution and its needs. For example, the outside plant powering
cost components include –
-

ISP Power/Cooling
Figure 9 Power consumption evolution over time for ESD scenario

CapEx: power supplies, batteries, generators, microgrid etc. during the initial installations
OpEx: power consumption, replacement, truck rolls, power supply and battery maintenance etc. during the operation of
the access power network

Microgrid versus traditional powering options from TCO point of view: Microgrid options will have higher initial (CapEx) costs
compared to the traditional powering costs. The OpEx costs will be limited (typically limited maintenance) or eliminated (typically
for power consumption) for Microgrid deployments. These operational costs are a lot higher for traditional options, as discussed
below. Hence understanding the financial impact of a specific Microgrid option would require a full TCO comparison against a
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traditional powering option. Going into CapEx and OpEx of different Microgrid options is outside the scope of this paper. To create
some intuition on the financial benefit of deploying a Microgrid option we included an analysis on the potential OpEx savings for
each of the scenarios.
We make the following assumptions in the following brief analysis –
-

No stepwise upgrades are assumed: We understand the operational spend analysis is not always linear (for example, the
ISP powering costs are in the incremental of cabinets, racks and space availability etc.), but for the sake of simplicity we
consider linear upgrade.
CPE powering costs are not included: While CPE power consumption is often analyzed to understand the full
environmental impact of a strategy, if does not contribute to OpEx cost (as it is part of the consumer costs) and hence not
included in this TCO paper analysis.
New Microgrid power options are available for only the newer deployments: Existing power deployments are not replaced
with the newer powering options. This requires detailed planning.
No power cost or preventative maintenance cost for the Microgrid option.

The power OpEx comparison, without and with transition to a Microgrid powering option is shown in Figure 10 for each of the
transformation scenarios. The top portion of the graphs represent the power OpEx over time deploying with traditional power
infrastructure. The bottom figures show the OpEx evolution when transitioning to a Microgrid based network power infrastructure.
By comparing the both the figures one can analyze the detailed OpEx benefits of a Microgrid powering solution.

.

Figure 10 Powering solutions OpEx comparison

Conclusions and recommendations
Access network TCO analysis generates the necessary insights to make sound business decisions on the long-term network
transformation strategy and assist in deriving short-term tactical decisions. Multiple viable network transformation strategies can
be created considering all operation levers, technology levers and service evolution requirements but the tie breaker insights will
come from in-depth analysis of the TCO results as demonstrated in this paper.
With CapEx investments being cyclical in nature, which in some cases peaks, it is easy to get blindsided by the longer-term
investment impacts. Also not considering the impact of the continuous OpEx component will skew the decision making. Looking at
TCO over a long transformation cycle gives a clear picture on the relative importance of CapEx vs OpEx and removes the short-term
blind spots. A side benefit of evaluating the relative importance allows you to make informed decisions on technology choices that
shift costs from OpEx to CapEx as shown in the power impact analysis.
The TCO analysis in this paper only takes the access specific costs into account, it does not reflect the total operational expense of
the company. Many factors can drive further optimization of the operational spend such as different organizational structures (e.g.
Center of Excellence vs. distributed), in house labor vs 3rd party labor, and many more.
Finally going deeper into what drives operational expenses in the TCO results can give you auxiliary insights into non cost related
factors such as sustainability impacts that are becoming more and more an integral part of company’s vision and strategy.
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Given a vision on service evolution requirement selecting a sound network investment strategy is all about minimizing regrettable
investment. Identifying regrettable investment is only possible by analyzing long term investment and operational costs. That why
we recommend that long-term TCO analysis should become an integral part of any network upgrade decision.
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Appendix: Detailed scenario graphs
All the scenario analysis was done use the AP-Jibe access transformation planning toolset, with visualization of the results using
Microsoft PowerBI templates. Below some of the screenshots for the different scenarios

Extended Spectrum DOCSIS screenshots
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Fiber Deep screenshots

FTTH screenshots
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